
artwork url: http://www.mouchette.org/
media & editorial reviews
http://beautifuldecay.com/2009/04/06/who-is-
mouchette/#more-2938 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mouchette.org
reaction sites 
http://www.ilovemouchette.0catch.com/  
http://ihatemouchette.org/

where i “exhibited” the work (as of now):
- 3 copies were slipped into the centerfolds of 

Playboy, October issue, 2009 at a liquor store in 
Warwick, Rhode Island.

- 3 copies were slipped into issues of Barely Legal 
(I thought it fitting since a pervasive theme in the 
artwork is pedophelia, loss of innocence and the 
fetishizing of girlhood), October issue, 2009 at the 
same liquor store in Warwick, Rhode Island.

mouchette
(artist’s psuedonym 
is same as the title, 

“mouchette”)
created in 1996
media: html/ 
hypermedia



things to think about while placing the work
Think about the content of the artwork itself. 
Themes in this work include hyper-sexualized youth, 
perversion, suicide, potential pedophelia, privacy, 
identity and the manipulation of identity through 
non-linear narratives. What audience would find 
work with these themes interesting, challenging or 
provacative? Think about the demographic, what 
they might learn fromt this work, how they may in-
terpret it. Will they like it? Will it offend them? Think 
about your intention,what you want to say?

instructions
1) cut the exhibition tearsheet at the dotted line.
2) think of a place in your community where this 
piece might create an interesting dialog within the 
context of the place it is “exhibited” in.
3) Once you have displayed your piece you can log 
on to http://robin-makes.org/cyberfems1/  and 
share with fellow collaboraters, as well as see 
where other people have exhibited the same work.

browse.me mouchette
www.mouchette.org
created 1996 using html, hypermedia

get involved!
participate in 
showing this 
artwork

see this artwork online!
www.mouchette.org

Mouchette.org is a website created by a pseudonymous charac-
ter, purportedly based in Amsterdam. The artist who calls herself 
“Mouchette,” referencing a character from a book by Georges 
Bernanos later adapted to film by Robert Bresson. With her in-
nocent salutation and claims to be, “nearly thirteen” greeting us 
from the introduction page, what initially appears as a personal 
website of a pre-pubescent female artist, evolves into darker 
themes such as suicide, sex, and inappropriate boundries with 
her “fanclub” within the convoluted, non-linear narrative held 
within subsequent pages. Even the title of the work, “browse 
me,” suggestion a voluntary collapse of personal boundaries and 
private space. Mouchette’s identity and interactions with her 
audience seems to play off themes of pedophelia and fetishes 
of girlhood; innocence/ innocence lost. Much of the international 
publicity and  hype is due to this fact and the fact that the true 
identity of the artist has never been revealed, leaving us only to 
play along with her carefully contrived, well marked identity and 
narrative.



artwork url: http://users.rcn.com/
laporta.interport/futurebody.html

where i “exhibited” the work (so far):
- 2 copies were slipped into  October 2009 issues 
of Playboy, at a liquor store in Warwick.

- 3 leaflets were left on tables at the Satin Doll in 
Downtown providence. I asked the waitresses if I 
could leave them with being thrown away. I thought 
this was an interesting place to exhibit being an-
other place where the female form is  de-personal-
ized, separating the figure from the person.

- 1 copy was slipped into the October, 2009 issue of 
FHM magazine.

future body
tina la porta
created in 1999
media: 3d modeling, 
3d animation, html



Future_body explores the relationship between 
technology, the body, and female subjectivity within 
a net-worked environment.

The alienation experienced when the subject comes 
into direct contact with the screen, the interface, 
and the code is the affect of the displaced embodi-
ment which resonates within the symbolic realm 
of cyberspace.  The code is, generated from image 
mapping software, refers to the body’s DNA struc-
ture: what becomes visible to the eye is that which 
is generally hidden. 

The wireframe model of the female body is mapped 
as a series of links, a fragmented coded image to 
be read by a CPU and displayed on it’s monitor. 
Because the model itself is designed for mass 
distribution, once it has been uploaded into the 
virtual realm of the internet, it becomes accessible 
to anyone, anywhere at anytime. Thus, the female 
figure is everywhere and nowhere at all, invisible 
yet infinately replicable.

future body tina la porta
http://users.rcn.com/ 
created 1999 using html,3d modeling 
and 3d animation techniques

see this artwork online!
http://users.rcn.com/ 
laporta.interport/futurebody.html

things to think about while placing the work
Think about the content of the artwork itself and 
the existing content or context of where you are 
placing it and how you can draw parallels or subver-
sions to each others meanings.

Think about the demographic of the people who 
will be viewing the work and what they may learn 
from it, how they may interpret it. Will they like it? 
Will it offend them? Think about your intention.

instructions
1) cut the exhibition tearsheet at the dotted line.
2) think of a place in your community where this 
piece might create an interesting dialog with the 
context of the place it is “exhibited” in.
3) Once you have displayed your piece you can log 
on to http://robin-makes.org/cyberfems2/  and 
share with fellow collaboraters, as well as see 
where other people have exhibited the same work.

get involved!
participate in 
showing this 
artwork



artwork url: /http://actlab.tv/gallery2/main.
php?g2_itemId=5059
artist urlhttp://sandystone.com/index.shtml
media & editorial reviews
http://www.turbulence.org/blog/archives/ 
000523.html

where i “exhibited” the work (as of now):
- 3 copies were slipped into the centerfolds of 

Playboy, October issue, 2009 at a liquor store in 
Warwick, Rhode Island.

- 3 copies were slipped into issues of Barely Legal 
(I thought it fitting since a pervasive theme in the 
artwork is pedophelia, loss of innocence and the 
fetishizing of girlhood), October issue, 2009 at the 
same liquor store in Warwick, Rhode Island.

public genitals 
project
sandy stone
created in 1996
media: mixed electronic 
media and imagery 
received from public 
via internet.



things to think about while placing the work
Think about the content of the artwork itself. 
Themes in this work include sexualized youth, 
perversion, potential pedophelia, privacy, identity 
and the manipulation of identity through non-
linear narratives. What audience would find work 
with these themes interesting, challenging or 
provacative? Think about the demographic, what 
they might learn fromt this work, how they may 
interpret it. Will they like it? Will it offend them? 
Think about your intention,what you want to say.

instructions
1) cut the exhibition tearsheet at the dotted line.
2) think of a place in your community where this 
piece might create an interesting dialog with the 
context of the place it is “exhibited” in.
3) Once you have displayed your piece you can 
log on to http://robin-makes.org/acyberfems4/  
and share with fellow collaboraters, as well as see 
where other people have exhibited the same work.

see this artwork online!
actlab.tv/gallery2/main.php?g2_itemId=5059

The Public Genitals Project , by Sandy Stone, play-
fully questions the boundaries between inside and 
outside, revealed and hidden, representation and 
reality.

Participants worldwide send images of their genital 
areas via webcams. The images are digitally manipu-
lated according to an algorithm driven by the number 
of times the words “sex” and “violence” appear on 
the webpages of CNN, MSNBC, and CBS. The digital 
manipulation smooths and abstracts the images; 
the more the terms “sex” and “violence” appears in 
the media, the more that actual body images recede 
toward imagined recollections. The images are then 
broadcast and displayed on the flat screens. Concur-
rently, the loudspeakers present ethnographically 
recorded narratives of personal experiences with 
nudity, shyness, and desire, which are stored as 
sound files on the computers. The juxtaposition of 
images and physical body surface is meant to convey 
the illusion that the viewer is looking through a 
transparent electronic window at the surface of the 
wearer’s body.  artist, sandy stone

public genitals project  
sandy stone 
actlab.tv/gallery2/main.php?g2_itemId=5059
created 2005 - electronic hardware & public images

get involved!
participate in 
showing this 
artwork



artwork url:
http://sex.clitoressa.net/clitoris/default.htm 
http://sex.clitoressa.net/clitoris/pub/ 
autonomedia_clit.htm 
http://sex.clitoressa.net/clitoris/talkstory.html
http://www.cccggg.net/done/clitonics/img.html
http://www.cccggg.net/done/clitonics/txt.html
artist’s url:
http://sex.clitoressa.net/

where i “exhibited” the work:
- 3 copies were inserted into the centerfolds of 

Playboy, October issue, 2009 at an adult book 
store in providence

- 3 copies were slid in between pornographic films 
on the shelves of the same shop.

clitoressa
christina goestl
created in 1996
media: html, 3d model-
ing, 3d animation, 
gallery intallation

IF Cyberfeminism is 
a monster ...  
THEN Clitoris 
visibility = true ch

ri
st

in
a 

go
es

tl



This phyical and web installation was designed to shed light on a little known 
female sex and reproductive organ. the idea was to educate the population 
about what the female clitoris actually looks like, how it works and what it is 
called in a variety of languages. Christina Goestl presents the informtion in 
a variety of media that make the organ truly tangible and “tactile,” including 
larger than life 3d physical models larger than the average human. She also 
created the organ in 3d modeling software and create an animation that 
makes it visible from all angles. 

clitoressa
christina goestl 
http://clitoressa.net/
clitoris/default.htm
first public installation 
in 1998 and continues to  
 exhibited online.
created using html and
3d modeling software

see this artwork online!
http://clitoressa.net/clitoris/
default.htm

things to think about while placing the work
Think about the content of the artwork itself and 
the existing content or context of where you are 
placing it and how you can draw parallels or subver-
sions to each others meanings.

Think about the demographic of the people who 
will be viewing the work and what they may learn 
from it, how they may interpret it. Will they like it? 
Will it offend them? Think about your intention.

instructions
1) cut the exhibition tearsheet at the dotted line.
2) think of a place in your community where this 
piece might create an interesting dialog with the 
context of the place it is “exhibited” in.
3) Once you have displayed your piece you can log 
on to http://robin-makes.org/cyberfems3/  and 
share with fellow collaboraters, as well as see 
where other people have exhibited the same work.

get involved!
participate in 
showing this 
artwork



artwork url: www.yhchang.com/cunnilingius_in_
north_korea.html
editorial review
http://www.bigshinything.com/online-art-james-
ellroy-style
editorial interview
http://www.brown.edu/Research/dichtung-
digital/2005/2/Yoo/index-engl.htm
artist’s url:
http://www.yhchang.com

where i “exhibited” the work:
- 3 copies were slipped into the centerfolds of 

Playboy, October issue, 2009 at a liquor store in 
Warwick.

- 6 were inserted in the shelves at an adult book-
store in Providence between porno DVDs

cunnilinglus
in north korea
young hae chang
created in 1996
media: html/ 
hypermedia



see this artwork online!
www.yhchang.com/cunnilingius_in_north_korea.html
 

yoo: It’s hard to ignore something like CUNNILINGUS IN NORTH KOREA, don’t 
you think? It doesn’t go unnoticed in Germany, where it’s made a name for you. 
Perhaps you’re the ones who are seeing something we failed to see.

yhchI: Uh, thanks again, but we were just as blind as anyone. “The Dear Leader 
[the head of state in North Korea Jong-Il Kim]” brought it to our attention. For us, 
cunnilingus is a humanistic work. We wanted to help put a human face on North 
Korea, so we accepted the Dear Leader’s offer to collaborate.

cunnilingus in  
north korea 
young hae chang 
created in 2004
using flash animation

things to think about while placing the work
Think about the content of the artwork itself and 
the existing content or context of where you are 
placing it and how you can draw parallels or subver-
sions to each others meanings.

Think about the demographic of the people who 
will be viewing the work and what they may learn 
from it, how they may interpret it. Will they like it? 
Will it offend them? Think about your intention.

instructions
1) cut the exhibition tearsheet at the dotted line.
2) think of a place in your community where this 
piece might create an interesting dialog with the 
context of the place it is “exhibited” in.
3) Once you have displayed your piece you can log 
on to http://robin-makes.org/cyberfems5/  and 
share with fellow collaboraters, as well as see 
where other people have exhibited the same work.

get involved!
participate in 
showing this 
artwork



artwork url: http://www.dykeactionmachine.
com/dam.html
artist’s url:
http://www.dykeactionmachine.com/

where i “exhibited” the work:
- 3 copies were slipped into the centerfolds of 

Playboy, October issue, 2009 at a liquor store in 
Warwick.

- 3 copies were slipped into issues of Barely Legal (I 
thought it fitting since a pervasive theme if the art-
work is girlhood and early explorations of sexuality), 
October issue, 2009 at the same liquor store.

dam faq: dam 
answers your 
frequently 
asked ques-
tions about 
lesbians
dyke action machine
created in 2008
media: html/ flash



dam!’s second website 
was a response to a 
number of Christian fun-
damentalist websites 
that exploited Matthew 
Shepard’s brutal murder 
to “educate” on the evils 
of homosexuality. The 
site took a tongue-in-
cheek approach to the 
boring task of always 
having to explain one’s 
sexuality. artist,dyke 
action machine

Lesbianism is stigmitiz-
ized by huge amounts of 
myths, generalizations 
and misconceptions by 
the  heterosexual “norm” that fail to really under-
stand it. Additionally it is often fetished in a way that 
is condescending and  disrespectful to those who 
truly are lesbian. This website aims to dispell some 
of the myths and answer some of the questions that 
the public has about being a lesbian.

dam faq: dam answers your fre-
quently asked questions about 
lesbians dyke action machine
www.dykeactionmachine.com/dam.html
created 1998 using htmland flash

see this artwork
online! 
http://www.dykeactionmachine.
com/dam.html

things to think about while placing the work
Think about the content of the artwork itself and 
the existing content or context of where you are 
placing it and how you can draw parallels or subver-
sions to each others meanings.

Think about the demographic of the people who 
will be viewing the work and what they may learn 
from it, how they may interpret it. Will they like it? 
Will it offend them? Think about your intention.

instructions
1) cut the exhibition tearsheet at the dotted line.
2) think of a place in your community where this 
piece might create an interesting dialog with the 
context of the place it is “exhibited” in.
3) Once you have displayed your piece you can 
log on to http://robin-makes.org/cyberfems6/  
and share with fellow collaboraters, as well as see 
where other people have exhibited the same work.

get involved!
participate in 
showing this 
artwork



artwork url: http://blacknetart.com/
keepingupappearances.htm
lartist’s url:
http://blacknetart.com
editorial reviews
http://://rhizome.org/object.
php?o=2864&m=3521
http://www.rhizome.org/art/exhibition/ 
cyborg/work-obadike.html

where i “exhibited” the work:
- 3 copies were slipped into the centerfolds of 

Playboy, October issue, 2009 at a liquor store in 
Warwick.

- 3 copies were slipped into issues of Barely Legal (I 
thought it fitting since a pervasive theme if the art-
work is girlhood and early explorations of sexuality), 
October issue, 2009 at the same liquor store.

keeping up  
appearances,  
a hypertexti-
monial 
mendi lewis obadike
created in2001
media: html



keeping up appearances, a  
hypertextimonial 
mendi lewis obadike
blacknetart.com/keepingupappearances.html 
created 1996 using html, hypermedia

see this artwork
online! 
blacknetart.com/keepingupappearances.html 
 

things to think about while placing the work
Think about the content of the artwork itself and 
the existing content or context of where you are 
placing it and how you can draw parallels or subver-
sions to each others meanings.

Think about the demographic of the people who 
will be viewing the work and what they may learn 
from it, how they may interpret it. Will they like it? 
Will it offend them? Think about your intention.

instructions
1) cut the exhibition tearsheet at the dotted line.
2) think of a place in your community where this 
piece might create an interesting dialog with the 
context of the place it is “exhibited” in.
3) Once you have displayed your piece you can log 
on to http://robin-makes.org/cyberfems7/  and 
share with fellow collaboraters, as well as see 
where other people have exhibited the same work.

get involved!
participate in 
showing this 
artwork

In this minimalist hyoertext piece I’m interrogating propriety 
and my own investments in ladyhood and other bourgeois 
behavior. I am exploring ways of documenting my life through 
what i like to call ‘open speech’, which is a direct, effusive, 
complete way of telling that i find contradictory to my normal 
speech. i am trying to get at a way of telling which says: “this is 
what i want to say” and: “i do not want to say this” at the same 
time. with “keeping up appearances, a hypertextimonial” i am 
investigating the power of using forms which often signify lack 
of power by using them in concert with one another.  
artist, mendi lewis obadike



artwork url: http://www.yorku.ca/caitlin/waves/
editorial reviews
http://www.brown.edu/Research/dichtung-
digital/2004/3/Koskimaa/index.htm 
http://eliterature.org/Awards2001/fiction-Fisher-
Caitlin.php 
http://www.suite101.com/article.cfm/postmod-
ern_literature_criticism/111653
http://lowres.uno.edu/classes/cyberlit/papers/
kudej/Final%20Paper/These%20Waves%20
of%20Girls.htm 

where i “exhibited” the work:
- 3 copies were slipped into the centerfolds of 

Playboy, October issue, 2009 at a liquor store in 
Warwick.

- 3 copies were slipped into issues of Barely Legal (I 
thought it fitting since a pervasive theme if the art-
work is girlhood and early explorations of sexuality), 
October issue, 2009 at the same liquor store.

these waves of 
girls
caitlin fisher
created in 1996
media: html/ 
hypermedia



Thematically, this piece 
began with my fascina-
tion with girl culture. 
When we say ‘Girl’ what 
do we see? What’s 
she supposed to be 
like? I wanted to play 
against what happens in 
developmental novels, 
and hypertext - the 
actual mechanics of the 
code -- allowed me to 
challenge simplistic cau-
sality. Although Waves 
is a fairly narrative text, 
the small stories are 
to be encountered in 
no particular order. I 
wanted the small stories 
and memories to crash like waves because I wanted 
possibly contradictory tales to emerge, for readers 
to encounter the complex nature of diverse girl-
hoods themselves - girls at once strong, as victims, 
as scheming, as vain, as kind, as wanting... all of this 
within one girl. Or are there many girls here?
artist, caitlin fisher

these waves ofgirls 
caitlin fisher 
http://www.yorku.ca/ 
caitlin/waves/
created 2001 using html, hypermedia

see this artwork
online! 
http://www.yorku.ca/caitlin/waves/

things to think about while placing the work
Think about the content of the artwork itself and 
the existing content or context of where you are 
placing it and how you can draw parallels or subver-
sions to each others meanings.

Think about the demographic of the people who 
will be viewing the work and what they may learn 
from it, how they may interpret it. Will they like it? 
Will it offend them? Think about your intention.

instructions
1) cut the exhibition tearsheet at the dotted line.
2) think of a place in your community where this 
piece might create an interesting dialog with the 
context of the place it is “exhibited” in.
3) Once you have displayed your piece you can 
log on to http://robin-makes.org/cyberfems9/  
and share with fellow collaboraters, as well as see 
where other people have exhibited the same work.

get involved!
participate in 
showing this 
artwork



artwork url:
http://www.cyberfeminism.net/sexgened/ 
artist’s url:
http://www.cyberfeminism.net/
editorial review:
http://biomediale.ncca-kaliningrad.
ru/?blang=eng&author=subrosa

where i “exhibited” the work:
- 3 copies were inserted into the centerfolds of 

Playboy, October issue, 2009 at an adult book 
store in providence

- 3 copies were slid in between pornographic films 
on the shelves of the same shop.

sex and gender 
in the biotech 
century
subrosa
created in 2000
media: html and public 
performance 

“the scientific fact 
becomes known 
that the origin of 
the spermatozoa 
which generates the 
ovum is of no more 
importance than the 
personality of the 
finger which pulls  
the trigger of a gun .”
dr. hard-medical student 
viewed the first artificial 
insemination done in 1884



This interactive website teaches users , “how to make a baby with art (Assist-
ed Reproductive Technologies) and challenges the time honored tradition 
of the nuclear family as art has made concpetion possible to conceive of a 
child without both a natural mother and fother present at conception. .  The 
thrilling, yet scary, promises of biotechnology - including the possibility for 
creation of new life - are being spectacularized for popular consumption for 
many reasons. The narrative of scientific progress, of “better living through 
chemistry,” is one of America’s founding narratives. Every day, in laboratories 
and clinics all over the world, doctors are busy “making babies” for infertile or 
homosexual couples and singles. Clearly, digital technologies and bio-genetic 
sciences are beginning to have a profound impact on how we understand 
and represent our bodies, our sexuality, our gender, and ethnic identifications, 
and on how we conceptualize and represent our “humanness.”

sex & gender in  
the biotech  
century subrosa
www.cyberfeminism. 
net/sexgened/
created in 2000  
using html

see this artwork online!
www.cyberfeminism.net 
/sexgened/

things to think about while placing the work
Think about the content of the artwork itself and 
the existing content or context of where you are 
placing it and how you can draw parallels or subver-
sions to each others meanings.

Think about the demographic of the people who 
will be viewing the work and what they may learn 
from it, how they may interpret it. Will they like it? 
Will it offend them? Think about your intention.

instructions
1) cut the exhibition tearsheet at the dotted line.
2) think of a place in your community where this 
piece might create an interesting dialog with the 
context of the place it is “exhibited” in.
3) Once you have displayed your piece you can 
log on to http://robin-makes.org/cyberfems8/  
and share with fellow collaboraters, as well as see 
where other people have exhibited the same work.

get involved!
participate in 
showing this 
artwork


